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Abstract:
Aim: We prospectively recorded the clinical features, radiological features, surgical approaches & findings, postoperative follow up & ultimate neurological outcome of upper cervical spinal schwannomas and then we evaluated the records retrospectively.

Materials and Method: 30 upper cervical spinal schwannomas patient who underwent surgery (microneurosurgically) from 2007 to 2014 in the department of neurosurgery Dhaka Medical College and private hospitals are included in this retrospective study. After operation all patients were followed up regularly both clinically and neuro-radiologically.

Results: Out of 30 cases 16 male and 14 females. The male to female ratio was 1.4:1, Age range from 8 to 60 years with mean age 35 Years. Most of the patients are in middle years age group The mean duration of symptoms at the time of presentation was 32 months (range 06 months-5 years). Four schwannomas were completely extradural, fourteen were intradural and rest twelve were intradural or hourglass type (both extra and intradural) as identified during surgery. The posterior midline approach was used in all patients. A C2 hemilaminectomy or C2 laminectomy with or without cutting of posterior arch of atlas was used for most intradural and large in terdural C2 schwannomas. Tumor removal was complete in all cases. Preservation of the nerve root fibers was not possible in 18 cases and was possible only in 12 cases. In one patients CSF leak developed after operation. One patient who had severe myelopathic features with bed sore failed to improve and expired 5 months after operation. Rest of the patients showed postoperative improvement in their preoperative symptoms and returned to their normal life by the end of sixth month. There was one tumor recurrence in any patient till last follow up.

Conclusion: Proper 3-D anatomical orientation & physiological knowledge, deep neuro-radiological observation, pathological appreciations and micro-neurosurgical skill and expertization can make the surgical management of these tumors (in a surgically complex site) simple with gratifying result (i.e. neurological outcome) without extensive bone removal or soft tissue manipulation through a standard midline posterior approach.
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Introduction:
Spinal schwannoma and meningioma constitutes the main bulk of spinal extramedullary tumor. Schwannoma arising from upper cervical spinal roots are commoner than any other spinal nerves. This type of schwannoma may be intradural, extradural or hourglass form (intra and extradural). In this article, we prospectively recorded the clinical features,
Materials and Method:
All patients who were diagnosed as a case of high cervical spinal schwannoma on the basis of MRI findings and confirmed by preoperative finding and postoperative histopathology were included in this series. In this series, schwannomas arising from C1, C2 and C3 spinal nerve roots were regarded as ‘high cervical spinal schwannoma’ (Fig-1). All patients were consecutively operated microneurosurgically in the department of Neurosurgery, Dhaka Medical College Hospital, and private hospitals from 2007 to 2014. Preoperatively all clinical features and radiological findings were recorded for comparison with that of post-operative follow up. Operative procedures and per operative findings were noted properly (Fig:-2). Histopathological report and early post-operative complication (if any) were also recorded carefully. Postoperatively all patients were followed up regularly both clinically and neuroradiologically (MRI of cervical spine). Clinical features, radiological features, surgical approaches & peroperative findings, postoperative follow up and ultimate neurological outcomes were studied. The incision extended from the occipital protuberance down to the C4 spinous process. The C2 spinous process was widely exposed on the side of the tumor and the paraspinal muscles were dissected subperiosteally to expose the C2 lamina & the pedicle and the lateral aspect of the arch of the atlas. For tumor originating from C3, C3 lamina was also exposed. In extradural and small hourglass (interdural) tumor originating C2 were excised completely without any bony resection through intratumoral resection technique. In most cases, a C2 hemilaminectomy or C2 laminectomy with or without cutting of posterior arch of atlas was used for most intradural and large intraextradural C2 schwannomas. One of the C3 extradural schwannoma was removed by exposing the canal through lateral mass (Figure 3), facet joint on that side was compromised where fusion done after tumor removal. In rest of the cases joint instability was not suspected after tumor removal. Other case of C3 schwannoma was removed by removing C2 and C3 lamina. In C1 nerve root schwannoma, posterior arch of atlas excision (more on the tumor side) with small suboccipital craniectomy was used for tumor removal. Among the 30 cases, 6 were C1 (Figure1), 7 were C3 and rest 17 was C2 schwannoma. In no case VA came in view and no volunteer effort was made to see the VA. In C2 schwannoma venous sinus seemed to be pushed back and compressed. It did not make any troublesome venous bleeding in any case. When the posterior surface of the tumor was exposed, its posterior dural wall was incised and intra tumoral debulking was performed. Most of the tumors were firm in nature; some were soft and friable. Bleeding was minimum in most of the cases. No cyst or cystic degeneration was found in any of the cases. Preservation of the nerve root fibers was not possible in 18 cases. In 6 cases nerve roots were partially preserved and total nerve root preservation was possible only in 6 cases. Tumor removal was complete in all cases. One patients developed CSF leak through the wound post operatively. Histopathological examination confirmed schwannoma. One patient who
had severe myelopathic features with bed sores failed to improve and expired 5 months after operation from bed sore, urinary tract infection and hypostatic pneumonia. One case, patient improved neurologically and returned to his daily life with mild motor deficit (MRC grade 4+/5) and mild spasticity that persisted at last follow up (12 months after operation). Rest of the patients showed postoperative improvement in their preoperative symptoms and returned to their normal life by the end of six months. No patient complained for dysesthesia or hyposthesia in the C2 or C3 dermatome postoperatively. There has been one tumor recurrence in any case till last follow up.

**Discussion:**
At cranio-vertebral junction and higher cervical spinal region menigioma are commoner than schwannoma (3:1). Here other rare tumors are dermoids, teratoma, paraganglioma, intradural extraosseous chordomas⁴. Spinal schwannomas make up approximately 30% of all primary spinal cord tumors. 70% schwannoma arises from sensory root, 20% from motor roots and rest

**Fig-1:** MRI of Cervical Spine Shows C1/C2 intradural extramedullary with extradural Schwannoma

**Fig-2:** Per operative and tumor After removal

**Fig-3:** Shows Male: Female
from both motor and sensory roots. About 75% schwannomas are intradural, 10% intra-extradural and rest (15%) are extradural. Though some authors have noted a predominance of extradural location of schwannomas at C-2. Among the schwannomas arising from C1, C2, & C3 spinal roots, C2 spinal root tumors are commoner and constitutes 15% of all spinal schwannomas. In our series, among the C1, C2 and C3 spinal schwanna, 11(71%) originated from C2 spinal nerve root. A multiplicity of schwannomas is frequently noted in cases involving NF Type 1. A multiplicity of schwannomas at any spinal level is reported in approximately 4% of cases. Multiple schwannoma was absent on our series. In our series male and female ratio was almost equal, whereas other authors had reported a higher incidence of these tumors in females. Symptoms and signs are usually diagnostic in nature. However, unusual symptoms of syncopal attacks, migraine headaches, and unrelated motor & sensory symptoms, can lead to misdiagnosis. In one of our case there was history of syncopal attack and fall. These tumors are slow growing and usually attain a large size before becoming symptomatic. Dumbbell-shaped tumors located elsewhere in the spine are gener-ally classified as intraspinal, foraminal, and extraforaminal and can also occur at high cervical region. We conveniently divided these tumors into intradural, intra-extradural and extradural group. Malignant changes of such tumor are marked by infiltration of paraspinal muscles and destruction which is rare. These tumors are located lateral, anterolateral, or anterior to the spinal cord. Several posterior, posterolateral, lateral, and anterolateral approaches have been described to surgically approach these tumors. But we are convinced from our small experience that standard midline posterior approach is suitable and most appropriate to resect almost all types of C1, C2 and C3 schwannomas with transtumoral resection techniques. A similar surgical strategy had been reported by several investigators in the past. These tumors are usually moderately vascular and firm inconsistency. Such schwannomas are relatively simple to resect because they have a well-defined arachnoid plane of dissection intradurally and well defined capsule extradurally. The exposure used in the surgery (midline posterior approach) is standard and quick and there is no need for manipulation of any cranial nerves, blood vessels, or joints to affect exposure. Some authors have suggested proximal control of the VA prior to tumor resection. There is a low risk of VA injury in this surgery. So preoperative angiography or intraoperative proximal or distal control of the VA does not appear to be necessary. Concerning bony stability, after laminectomy of cervical spine, instability or deformity frequently occurred, especially in dumbbell type tumor, in which cases additional bony removal is required to remove the tumor. Although no immediate instability is noted, long time follow up is advised for this problem. But if instability is present it should be stabilized immediately. In our series we did not face any instability. According to the new WHO classification of brain tumors, tumors of cranial and spinal nerves are classified as-schwannoma /neurinoma (variants: cellular, plexiform, melanotic), neurofibromas (circumscribed, plexiform), malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) (neurogenic sarcoma, anaplastic neurofibroma, "malignant schwannoma"). Variants of MPNST are epithelioid, MPNST with divergent mesenchymal and/or epithelial differentiation and melanotic. Again histopathologically, spinal schwannoma may be Antoni A and Antoni B type. Type A tissue is highly cellular and demonstrates nuclear palisading and associated Verocay bodies, which may reflect their prominent extracellular matrix and secretion of laminin. Type B tissue is loosely organized with myxomatous and cystic changes and may represent degenerated Antoni A tissue. Successful tumor resection results in rapid and sustained neurological recovery. Total tumor resection is advocated by several authors for complete treatment of the disease. The significant chance of early tumor recurrence in a partially excised tumor is known, and every attempt should be made to remove them completely. In spite of the critical location of these tumors, with an anterior or anterolateral extension to the spinal cord and a relationship with vital neural structures & the VA, surgery for C1, C2 & C3 schwannoma is usually very successful. If the anatomy of the tumor in relationship to normal structures in the vicinity is appropriately understood, then surgery in these formidable-looking tumors is relatively uncomplicated.

**Conclusion:**
Among high cervical spinal schwannomas C2 nerve root originating tumors are predominant. Proper 3-D anatomical orientation & physiological knowledge, deep neuro-radiological observation, pathological
appreciations and micro-neurosurgical skill and expertization can make the surgical management of these tumors (in a surgically complex site), simple with gratifying result without extensive bone removal or soft tissue manipulation through a standard midline posterior approach.
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